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of tradition reached aftertria, and error and embodying \\ hat in common
regard is spoken of as fair pluj, io\att%r and the spirit of the game,
as these qualities appeal :o tho»,e \\ho are engaged in one and the
same calling, share the same re>porteibiiiiies. and are liable to the a.ame
risk of misinterpretation. Practitioner:* are agreed that the patient's claim
is their first care: they recognize a common ideal; for none of them is
the road always easy; and ignorant and unfair judgements few may
escape. Well therefore ma> they culihate a mutual lo\a!t> and even a
measure of charity. And not without importance, be it noted that
quarrels and hostility between neighbouring practitioners are not
agencies which promote for the profession :he res pec: and regard of a
public which, though not uncritical is also not ungenerous.
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448.] Among the e\ents which sometimes disturb peaceful intra-pro-
fessional relations and cause friction between colleagues is that created
by the desire of the patient or of his friends for a second or further expert
opinion* And here it must be remembered that quite naturally \oices
other than the voice of the doctor claim to be heard. Nor can the claim
be denied. Indeed it must in principle be allowed to be not unreasonable,
for the patient is the figure most concerned in the drama, and he surely
has a right to everything which he believes, whether on adequate or
inadequate grounds, may contribute to his reco\er\. For the most part Patient's
an attending practitioner will welcome the co-operation of a colleague, rjjji^f
but whether he approves the proposal or not, the final word is not v*ith consultant
him. He may offer Ms opinion both on the wisdom of the proposed
course and on the source from which a second opinion, if it is desired,
should be obtained. But neither on the one point nor on the other is he
entitled to dictate, or to take offence should the patient prefer to make
his own choice. The sick man has, in short, the rights of the situation.
Sometimes he exercises these rights without the knowledge or consent
of his usual medical adviser, and in so doing he probabl) acts unwisely,
and certainly with some failure of courtesy. It is not unnatural that the
doctor should resent this action. Yet judgement must not be unduly
severe. A patient anxious about his health and future may well be
excused some deficiency in the social graces, and even some want of
consideration for professional dignity and susceptibility; and the wise
practitioner in these circumstances, as in others, cultivates the value
of the equal mind. That the second doctor would probably be a more
useful guide had he the earlier and particular knowledge possessed by
the first attending practitioner is obvious enough to the professional eye,
but not necessarily to the eye of the patient who desires what seems to
him an 'independent' opinion.
Sometimes in professional circles the right of a second doctor to
examine a patient already under medical care and to give this binde-

